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This inventionrelates-to ‘mountings for acoustic 
devices and more particularly to mountings for 
handset telephones adapted "to be-supported on a 
vertical surface. “ ' ' 

‘One object of the invention is to provide a 
mounting unit-for a handset telephone which will 
enable easy removal of the handset from the 
mounting by the user thereof while preventing 
accidental removal therefrom under extraordi 
nary adverse conditions. 
Another ‘object of the invention is to provide 

a mounting unit for ‘a‘handset telephone which 
will maintain the handset in position on the 
mounting unit ‘under severe conditions such as 
encountered ‘at battle stations ‘or ‘in gun ‘turrets 
o‘f ?ghting units in actual combat. 

It is a further object of the invention to pro-‘ 
vide a mounting unit of the type described which 
is extremely vrugged in construction and which 
embodies a new and ‘improved arrangement for 
facilitating replacing and removing of the hand 
set telephone from the mounting unit. ' 

_ The foregoing objects and features thereof will 
be described hereinafter with reference to the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

‘Fig. 1 ‘is a front view of the mounting unit with 
the telephone‘han‘dset omitted in order to more 
clearly illustrate the interior of the mounting 
unit; ' 

“Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional side view of the 
mounting unitillustrated'in Fig. 1 taken from 
they rightalong the center line thereof with the 
handset unit mounted-thereon; 
Fig.3 ‘is another cross-section side view of the 

mounting unit illustrating't'he position of thetele 
phone handset with respect to themounting unit 
when the handsetis being removed from or is be 
ing inserted in place upon the mounting unit; 

Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of the mounting 
unit illustrated in Fig. 1 taken along line 4-4 
thereof with the handset unit mounted thereon 
as is illustrated in Fig. 2, and also shown in 
section; t 

Fig. -5 is a cross-sectional view of ‘thermount 
ing unit illustrated in Fig. ltaken along line 5-5 
thereof with the handset 'unit‘mounted thereon 
asillustrated in Fig. 2, .and also shown in sec 
tion. 
Referringnow to the drawings,’ there isshown 

a mounting unit or support illustrative of this 
invention, for 'a telephonehandset 32, vwhich 
mounting unit comprises a. supporting base plate 
6_ and a casing or well-shaped member generally 
indicatedas 1 which is preferably made of cast 
brass formed inthe shape indicated to conform. 
with the general contour of the ‘handset "32.’ .A 
plurality .of ,mounting holes .36 are .providedIin 
the base plate 6 forv securing the mounting ,unit 
to a vertical wall or support‘ notshown. ‘The 
casing 1 is securely fastened to the base plate 6 
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by ‘means of a plurality of ‘screws 8 threaded into 
the casing ‘I and comprises two parallel side wall 
portions ~S'and i0 (Fig. 1), an upper curved wall 
portion H joining the two parallel sides, and a 
lower curved wall portion l2 joining the parallel 
sides, thereby forming ‘a cavity portion within 
the con?nes of thecasing. ' 

The upper curved wall portion ll continues 
outwardly away from the ‘base plate 6 and con 
verges into an inverted cup-shaped member l3 
provided with two shoulder portions l4 and I5 
joined by a bridge portion I6 thus forming a re 
ceiver receptacle. ‘Shoulder portions l4 and I5 
are formed or moulded to ?t the general contour 
of the receiver end ‘I’! of the telephone handset 
32‘, as is shown in Fig. 4, to thereby ‘provide re 
taining members for the receiver‘end of handset 
32 when it is in place in‘ the mounting unit. The 
bridge-shaped'member 16 is slightly raised ‘from 
the general vcontour of the inverted cup-shaped 
member 13, between the shoulders I4 and 15, to 
provide suf?cient clearance for the raised‘part of 
the handle portion where it joins the receiver 
end I‘! of the telephone handset 32 when it is 
removed from or ‘inserted in ' place upon the 
mounting unit in the manner shown in Fig. 3. 
The lower curved wall portion I2 ,also con 

tinues outwardly from the base plate 6 and con— 
verges into ‘an‘upright cup-shaped member l8 
provided with two shoulder portions l9 and“ 
forming a transmitter receptacle. Shoulderpor 
tions I9 and 20 are _formed or moulded to fit the 
general contour of the transmitter end 2| of‘the 
telephone handset 32, as is shown in Fig. 5, to 
thereby provide the retaining members for the 
transmitter end of the handset ,32 when it is 
placed in the mounting unit. The central por 
tion ‘of the upright cup-shaped member l8 be 
tween the shoulders 19 and ‘20'has been left open 
to “permit the coupling unit 23 and the'tcord 24, 
which extend from ‘the transmitter end of the 
handset 372, ‘to protrude through the rather close 
?tting shoulder‘ portions ‘ [9 and 20 of the upright 
cup-shaped m?mber I8. 
Referring to Fig.2, thespring member 24 and 

the. L-shaped stop-bracket 2,5, are secured to the 
supporting base 6 by means of a plurality of 
screws .35 threaded into the‘ base 8, Upper por 
tion26 ‘of the spring member 24is tensioned out 
wardly away from base _‘6‘ to engage the tip end 
oftheirec‘eiver cap i2‘! of the telephone handset 
32 ‘and thereby tends to‘ force the receiverend 
l“? ‘thereof ‘into engagement with the shoulder 
portions l4 and 1.5 (Fig. 4A) of the invertedcupr 

‘ shaped member [3 when the handset is mounted 
in place on said lmountinggunit. ‘It should ‘be 
noted that the shoulder portions ‘l4 and 31.5, 
which are formed toflt the general’ contour of 
theilnear surfaces of ‘thetransmitter 17, as is 
shown in Fig. 4, prevent the upper portion 26 



2 
of the spring member 24 from forcing the raised 
part of the handle portion where it joins the re— 
ceiver end ll of the handset 32 into the space 
shown in Fig. 2 between the raised handle por 
tion and the bridge portion I6. Spring 24 at 
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end 26 thereof, also tends to force the handset 7 
unit 32 downward by exerting a pressure on the 
tip end of the receiver cap 21 to maintain the 
transmitter end 2| in engagement with the up 
right cup-shaped member I3. The lower por 
tion 28 of the spring member 24 is clamped be 
tween the base plate 6 and the end portion 3| of 
the L-shaped stop bracket 25 to prevent undue 

v vibration of the portion 28 of the spring member 
24. The spring member 24 is also bent back upon 
itself at 29 and extends upward and over the L 
shaped end of stop bracket 25 to provide an en 
gaging spring portion 30, which portion is ten 
sioned away from stop member 25 to engage the 
mouthpiece portion 3| on the transmitter end 
2| of the handset 32 and thereby tends to force 
the transmitter end 2| thereof into engagement 
with the shoulder portions I9 and 20 of the up 
right cup-shaped member I8 when the handset 
is mounted in place upon said mounting unit. 

- In order to prevent the receiver end I‘! of the 
handset 32 from overcoming the tension of the 
upper portion 26 of the spring member 24 by in 
ertia resulting from a severe shock or blow either 
on the mounting or on the handset a stop mem 
ber 31 is provided which is adapted to be en 

_ gaged by the receiver cap 21 of the receiver unit 
I/‘I. ‘~‘Ifhe stop member 31 comprises a rod 38, 
preferably made from screw stock material, cov 
ered by a tube 39,rpreferably made from a phenol 
fabric product, which will withstand severe 
shocks or blows. The stop member 31 is suitably 
secured between the walls 9 and I0, respectively, 
for example, by means of washers 33 and screws 
34 passing through the wall portions 9 and ID, 
and threaded into the rod 38. H a 
As is clearly shown in Fig. 2, the receiver end 

I’! of the handset 32 ?ts into the inverted cup 
shaped member I3 and the rear surfaces of the 
receiver I'I are held into engagement with the 
shoulder portions I4 and I5 by means of the 
upper portion 26 of the spring member 24. In 
addition, the transmitter end 2| of the handset 
32 fits into the upright cup-shaped member I3 
and the rear surfaces of the transmitter 2| are 
held into ‘engagement with the shoulder por 
tions I9 and 2|] by means of the engaging spring 
portion 30 of the spring member 24. ' 

._ It should be understood thatv a force, such as 
caused by a bomb exploding in the vicinity of 
the front or rear of the mounting unit, might 
cause the handset unit to momentarily over 
come the tension of the end portions 26 and 30 

, of the spring member 24 but that the extent of 
movement of the handset 32 is limited at the 
receiver end H by stop member 31 and is lim 
ited at ‘the transmitter end 2| by stop member 
25. Furthermore, the shoulder portions I4 and 
I5 ‘of the inverted cup-shaped member ‘I3 and 
the shoulder ,portions I9 and 20 of the upright 
cup-shaped member I8 prevent the handset 32 
fr‘omfbeing dislodged from the mounting unit. 
Although the force or explosion may be as high 
as v. 2000 foot pounds, the handset unit 32 will 
neither become dislodged from the mounting unit 
nor will any'of the parts thereof, including the 
handset, become broken, distorted or unusable. 

i Since the opening for placing the handset unit 
32 upon the mounting unit and for removing 
the handset unit therefrom is limited by the dis 
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tance between the shoulder members I4 and I5 
and the shoulder members I9 and 20 and since 
this distance is considerably less than the over 
all length of the‘ handset unit‘ 32, the handset 
can only be placed upon-and removed from the 
mounting unit by a series of de?nite predeter 
mined movements, as will be described herein 
after. 
Referring now to Fig. 3, a description will be 

? given of the placing of the handset 32 upon the 
'mouhting unit. In order to place the handset 
32 upon the mounting unit the receiver end I’! 
of the handset 32 is inserted at an angle of ap 
proximately 45 degrees into the cavity of the 

~ mounting unit formed by the upper curved wall 
portion II, the ‘parallel side walls v9 and It), and 
the inverted cup-shaped vmember l3, above the 
stop member 31. After they tip end of the rye-V 
ceiver cap 21 has engaged the upper portion 
26 of the spring member 24 and the tension 
thereof has been overcome by manual pressure 
exerted upon the handset 32 so that the spring 
member 24 is flat against the base 6, as is clearly 
shown in Fig. 3, the transmitter end 2| of the. 

.. handset 32 is in a position tolrpassicle‘a'r of the 
shoulders I9 and 23. Usingthe inner surfaces of 
they spring 26 and the uppercurved wall portion 
I I as and with continued manual pressure against, 
the portion'ZB of spring 24, the transmitter end, 
2| of the handset 3231s manually rotated into 
the casing ‘I until the mouthpieceportion 3| on» 
the transmitter end of the handset 32 engages‘ 
the spring portion 36 of thespring member 24 
and compresses the'same. It is to be noted that 

. during this rotation of the handset 32 in the, 
above described movement the transmitter end 
2| passes clear of the shoulder portions I9 and‘ 
20 of the upright cup-shaped member I8. Upon 
engagement with the spring portion 33 of the 
vspring member_24, and, as’ manual pressure is 

- relieved on the'receiver end I1 of the handset 
32, the tension in the spring portion 3|] and that 
of spring portion 26 causes the mouthpiece por 
tion 3| to slide downwardly on the slanting sur-, 
face of spring 30. Thus, when‘ the pressure is 
applied to the transmitter end 2|, the pressure 
is simultaneously released fromthe receiver end 
vI'I of the handset 32, consequently, the tension‘ 
in the upper portion, 23 of the spring member 
24 exerts a force upon'the tip end of the re 
ceiver cap 21 forcing the receiver endv I‘! of the 
handset outwardly ‘away from the base 6 and‘ 
causes the rear surfaces of, the receiver end I‘! 
to engage the shoulder portions I4 and I5 of 
the inverted cup-shaped member I3. Simulta 
neous with the action of the upper portion 25 
of the spring member 24 in'forcing the receiver 
end ll of the handset 32 outwardly, the pres 
sure exerted upon the transmitter end 2| thereof 
on the slanting surface of the ‘spring portion '30 
together with the downward‘ spring pressure ex-' 
erted on the tip vof the receivercap 21 causes‘ 
the transmitter end 2| to engage the lower curve 
wall portion I2. When the pressure on the trans; 
mitter end 2| of the-handset 32 is removed, the 
tension in the spring portion 3|) forces the rear 
surfaces of the transmitter end 2| to engage the 
shoulder portions I9 
shapedmember I8. ’ The handset 32 is nowin 
position on the ‘mounting unit and; cannot be‘v 
dislodged therefrom even under extraordinary ad 
verse conditions, however, the" handset 32 ‘may 
be easily removed from the mounting unit by ‘a 
series of movements along a predeterminedvpath 
as willbe described hereinafter, 

and 20 ;of the upright cup- _ 
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The ‘handset #32 ?inay ‘be easily ‘removed rro'm 
the‘ mounting unit by a "series offthe predeter 
minea'movements, whichinovements follow gen‘ 
erally in reverse order the above described‘move 
mentsifor placing the handset upon the mount 
ing-‘unit. Referring to Figs. 2,4, and 5, it will 
be noted thatthe handset is-positioned in‘the» 
mounting unit withithe transmitter‘ end 2| there‘ 
of and the ‘receiver end I"! ‘engaging ‘the shoul 
der‘p'ortions-IS and 20, and I4 and I5, respec 
tively, under thepressure of spring portions 30 
and 26, ‘respectively. In ‘order to remove the 
handset ‘32 from the mounting unit the handset 
is ?rst moved in. a vertical direction with man 
ual pressure applied to the receiver end I’! there 
of against the tension ‘of spring 26. When the 
receiver cap 21 has been raised ‘sufficiently to 
pass‘ clear of ‘the st'opmember 30, the tip end of 
the receiver cap, has compressed the spring por 
tion 26 until it is ?at against the base 6. With 
the ‘handset 32 raised to the maximum posi 
tion, that is, with the top portion ‘of the receiver 
end l1 thereof engaging the inner surface of 
the casing ‘l at ‘the upper curved wall portion 
II and with the spring portion 26v compressed 
against the inner surface of the. base ‘8, the 
transmitter end 2| of the handset 32' may be 
rotated about the bearings comprising the sur 
faces of the curved wall portion Hand the 
spring portionZG, and will pass clear of the 
shoulders I9 and 20,,as is‘ clearly shown in Fig; 3. 
When the handset 32 bat an angle of approxi~ 
mately 45 degrees with respect tothe base 6, 
the receiverend I 1 thereof may be removed from 
the cavity in the mounting unit, . , 
While one embodiment of‘ the invention has 

been disclosed, it will be understood that‘vargi 
ous modi?cations may be made therein which 
are within true spirit and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: . V 

‘1.~A mounting for a handset telephone having 
transmitter and receiver units, said mounting 
comprising a cup-shaped member for receiving 
the receiver unit of the handset, a cup-shaped 
member for receiving thetransmitter unit of the 
handset, and means directly engaging one of said 
units to maintain each of said units in engage, 
ment with its associated cup-shaped member, 
,2. A handset mounting comprising a receiver 

receptacle for receiving the receiver unit of a 
handset, a transmitter receptacle for receiving 
the transmitter unit of a handset, and a spring 
memberfor directly engaging oneof said units 
to maintain the said units in engagement with 
said 'receptacles,fwhen a handset is placed on 
said mounting. ' m , , 

,3. A mountingfor a handset telephone having 
transmitter and receiver units, ‘said mounting 
comprising a receiver receptacle adapted to be 
engaged by the receiver unit of the telephone 

engaged -by the transmitter unit of the-handset 
telephone, and means directly engaging said 
units ‘to maintain said receiver and transmitter 
units in engagement with said receptacles. 

4. A_ handset mounting comprising a ?rst cup 
shaped member for receiving the receiver of a 
handset telephone, a second cup-shaped mem 
ber for receiving the transmitter ‘of a handset, 
and 'means tensioned to directly engage saidre 
ceiver and transmitter to maintain said receiver 
and transmitter ‘in engagement with said cup 
shaped members, when a handset is placed on 
said mounting. , 

5. A mounting for a hand telephone set com 
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prising a base ‘plate, a housing secured to said 
base ‘plate for receiving boththe receiver and 
transmitter of said hand telephone set, -a pair of 
cup-shaped members integral with said'housing 
for‘ respectively encompassing ‘the receiver and 
transmitter portions of said handset, and means 
within said housing for pressing said receiver and 
transmitter into engagement ‘with said cup 
shaped members. , ' ~ ~ 

6. -A‘ mounting fora hand telephone set—com 
prising" a base member, a casing mounted » on said 
base member, ‘a pair ofreceptacles for the trains 
mitterand receiver portions of said handset ~tele-> 
phone, resilient means engaging said transmit 
ter and receiver respectively ‘to maintain said 
transmitter and-receiver portions ‘in engagement 
with said receptacles, and a pair of stop (mem 
bers limiting the extent of movement -of "said 
transmitter and receiver portions ‘respectively 
when a force applied to the handset unit is 
greater than the tension of ‘said-resilient means.» 

7. A mounting for a hand telephone including 
a handleand telephonic instrumentsmounted in 
spaced relation on said handle, comprising a base 
portion adap‘ted‘to be secured to asupport, la-case 
ing secured to said base portion-said casinghavé 
ing ‘an instrument receiving portion thereof con 
forming to a part of oneiofsaid'in'struments, and 
having another instrument receiving portion-con 
forming to a part of the other of said instru 
ments, and a resilient member tensioned away 
from said base member for frictionallyengaging 
said instruments and forcing said ‘instruments 
against said instrument ‘receiving portions, 

8. ‘A mounting for a hand telephone unit com 
prising a casing'including a receiver receptacle 
and a transmitter receptacle‘spaced apartifro‘m 
one another, said receiver receptacle provided’ 
with a pair of shoulders adapted to ‘be engaged 
by the rear surface of the receiver'end'of a hand 
telephone set, said transmitter receptacle provid 
ed with a pair of shoulders adapted to be engaged 
by the rear surface of the transmitter end of~a 
hand telephone set, and means forcing the rear 
surfaces of said receiver and transmitter ends of 
said hand telephone into engagement with said 
shoulders. ‘ 

9. A mounting for a hand telephonelaincluding' 
a-handle and telephone instruments mounted in 
spaced relation on said handle, comprising a base, 

ing outwardly away from said base for, receiving 
the instruments-of said handset, and retaining 
means for "exerting a force against'isaid telephone i 
to maintain saidinstruments, in position in said, 
casing in engagement with said receptacles, 

10. A mounting for a hand telephone includ 
ing a handle and telephone 
ed in spaced relation on said handle, comprising 
a base, a casing, a pair of receptacles spaced 
apart on said casing providing an opening there 
in which is less ‘than the overall length of said 
hand telephone, whereby one of theinstruments 
of said hand telephone must be inserted through 
said opening before the other instrument of said 
hand telephone is inserted through said opening 
to place said instruments in said receptacles, ‘and 
retaining means for maintaining said instru 
ments in engagement with said receptacles. 

11. A mounting ‘for a hand telephone includ 
inga-handle and telephone instrumentsimoun‘t 
ed ‘in spaced relation‘on said handle, comprising 
a base, and a casing including an inverted 
cup~shaped member and an upright cup 
shaped member for receiving the instruments of 

receptacles extend-' , 

instruments mount- > 



said handset, ‘said casing and cup-shaped mem: 
bers providing a predetermined path whichrrnust 
be. icllowed ' by. the-instruments, of said handset 
in~placing the instruments in saidcup-shaped. 
members, whereby onev oftheinstruments of said 

shaped member before the other , instrument, of 
said handset can be inserted into saidupright 
cup-shaped member. 

12. A mounting fora 
a handle and telephone, instruments mounted in 
spaced relation on said handle,icomprising-a base, 
a casing including an inverted cup-shapedmem 
her and an;»upright cup-shaped member for re 
ceiving theinstruments of said handset, said cas-, 
ing andcup-shaped-members providing a pre-_ 
determined path which must be followed by the 
instruments. of said handset in, placing the in 
struments in said cup-shaped members, whereby 
one of the instruments of said handset must be 
inserted into said inverted cup-shaped member 
before the other instrument of said handset can 
be inserted into said uprightcup-shaped mem 
her, and means for ‘preventing displacement of 
said instrumentsfrom said cup-shaped members i 
by shock or concussion. i, . I 

. 13. A mounting for a hand telephone including 
a handle andtelephone instruments mounted in 
spaced relation on ,said handle, comprising a base, 
a casing includinga pair of cup-shaped members 
inspaced-relation on said casing providingv an 
opening in said casing which is less than the 

' over-all length of said handset, whereby the 
mounting of-said instruments in said cup-shaped 
member requires longitudinal movement of one ' 
o?said instruments into said casing in close prox~ 
imity. to one ofv said cup-shaped members and ro 
tationalmovement of the other of said instru- - 
ments into said casing in close proximity to the 
other of'said- cup-shaped members, and spring 
means engaging said instrument for forcing said 
instruments into ‘ engagement . with said cup 

shaped members. . . . J 

.14. A mounting for a hand telephone compris 
ing a casing, and a pair of cup-shaped members 
spaced. apart on. said casing for engaging por 
tions of the receiver and transmitter of a hand 
telephone. and forming a partial enclosure with 
said casing for the receiver and transmitter, said 
enclosure requiring. removal of the hand tele 
phone fromsaid mounting by a ?rst movement 
ofrthe receiver portion .of- the hand telephone 
away from its associated cup-shaped member 
into the body of said casing'before the transmit 
ter portion of the hand telephone‘ is su?iciently‘ 
clear of itsassociated cup-shaped member to'p'er 
mit. removal of-the hand telephonefrOm said 
casing. \ . ' - ' 

handset must be inserted into said inverted cup-V 
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15. A mounting for a hand telephone compris- ' 
ing a 'baseya casing secured thereto forming a 
cavity of greater length than the overall length 
of a handset telephone, and a ?rst and a second 
arcuate receptacle portion projecting outwardly 
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from-said casing for accommodating'the receiver ' 
and the transmitter portions of a hand telephone 
and forming an opening for said casing which is 
less than the overall length of a hand telephone, 
saidopening.necessitating insertion of the hand ' 
telephone through said opening into said cavity ‘ 
atan; angle with respect to‘said base to'permit 
passage of the hand telephone’ into said cavity 
and the straighteningxof the hand telephone to \ 
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a position parallel to, said base :with the receiver 
and, transmitter of a hand - telephone in engage 
ment with, said ?rst, and‘ said second iarcuate 
receptacles. . p > ; - g ' _ , 

. 16. A mounting for a hand telephone having a 
pair of acoustic devices, said mounting comprisa 
ing a ?rst retaining means including a, pair, of 
shoulder,portions?adapted to-be engaged by a 
surface of one of said acoustic devices, a second 
retaining means including,v a pair of shoulders 
adapted to be engaged by-a surface of the other 
of said acoustic devices-and means engaging op 
posite surfaces on said acoustic devices from the 
surfaces thereon. engaged by said shoulder por 
tions for maintaining saidl acoustic devices in en 
gagement with said shoulders. 

1'7. A mounting .for a hand telephone having 
transmitterand receiver units, said mounting. 
comprising a ?rst retaining means including a 

a pair of shoulder portions adapted tobe engaged 
by the rear surface of the receiver unit, a second 
retaining means including a 'pair of shoulders 
adapted to be engaged by the rear surface of the 
transmitter unit, and means engaging the front 

.7 surfaces of the receiver and transmitter units for 
maintaining the rear surfaces thereof in engage 
ment with said shoulders. ‘ 

18. A mounting for a hand telephone having 
transmitter and receiver units, said mounting 
comprising a ?rst retaining means adapted to be 
engagedlby the rear surface of the receiver unit, 
a second retaining means adapted to be engaged 
by the rear surface of the transmitter unit, resil 
ient means engaging the front'surfaces of the 
receiver and transmitter’units for maintaining 
the rear surfaces of the said units in engage 
ment with said retaining means, and stop meme 
bers adapted to be engaged by the front surfaces 
of said transmitter and receiver units to limit 
lateral movement of said hand telephone when 
it is in place in engagement with said retaining 
means, said resilient means permitting longitu 
dinal movement of the handset ‘in said retain 
ing means when removing it from the mounting. 

19. A mounting for a'hand telephone having a 
transmitter and a receiver thereon, comprising a 
support, a pair of extensions on said support, re-- 
silient means on said support under said exten 
sions, said extensions requiring pressure ‘of the 
hand telephone against said means in order to ', 
place the telephone on'said mounting withthe 
transmitter and receiver under said extensions, 
said means acting after such pressure is relieved 
to force the telephone away from said support 
and press the transmitter and receiver against 
said extensions. 

20. A mounting for a hand telephone having a _ 
handle and enlarged ends containing acoustic 
devices, said mounting comprising a pair of 
spaced apart retaining brackets, the space be- , 
tween said brackets being less than the length of 
said hand telephone, resilient means under each 
of said brackets normally exerting tension to; 
ward its associated bracket, said mounting re‘?v 
quiring ‘engagement of the hand telephone with: 
said resilient means toover come its tension and 
permit insertion, of the ends thereof under said 
brackets, said means thereafter forcing said hand 
telephone back with :its ‘ends against‘ said 
brackets. * " 
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